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CATENA Earrings



Incorporating common shapes found 
in light fi xtures and adding drops of 
light in the form of moonstones, the 
earrings in LUMINAIRE II are the new 
every day earrings you’ll never want to 
take off . Made of stainless steel, these 
earrings are ultra low maintenance and 
meant to be worn night and day.

MOVIMENTO Earrings ALTA Studs

TEMPO Earrings
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Gold Plated: $49 | Stainless: $32 Gold Plated: $134 | Stainless: $110Gold Plated: $55 | Stainless: $38

Gold Plated: $191 | Stainless: $175 Gold Plated: $189 | Stainless: $172

NEUTRA Minis
Everyone loves a good mini hoop. These 
are the little sister of the NEUTRA Hoops. 
Neutral yet elegant, you’ll defi nitely want to 
add these to your rotation.

CATENA Earrings
Ultra lightweight yet bold enough to make a 
statement. These head turning earrings are 
made out of just one piece of metal, bent to 
create this chain link illusion.

NEUTRA Hoops
Everyone loves a good hoop. Make yours 
stand out. Neutral yet elegant, add these to 
your basics.

TEMPO Earrings
Like the hands of a metronome, or the hands 
of a clock, these studs cross perfectly on your 
lobe. Elegance and edge meet in one.

ALTA Studs
A drop of light. The ALTA Studs feel like a 
romantic classic. Wear them with your favorite 
jeans or your little black dress.

Gold Plated: $216 | Stainless: $200

GALA Earrings
Just like a chandelier commands attention in a 
room, these earrings demand all eyes on you. 
These insanely lightweight statement earrings 
are going to be your new go-tos. Perfectly 
balanced between casual and dressed up.

Shop at www.studiyojewelry.comhello@studiyojewelry.com
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Single: $30 | Single: $22
Pair: $43 | Stainless: $28

Single: $28 | Single: $20
Pair: $37 | Stainless: $22

ARC Stud
Simple, elegant and minimal. Light little arcs 
to dress up your ears. Designed to be worn as 
a pair or as a single for mixing and matching 
with other studs.

MINIMO Cu� 
For all my minimal lovers, these cuff s are 
light as a feather and add just a whisper of 
edginess to your ear stack. Where them as a 
single, or double and triple stack them!

Single: $79 | Single: $71
Pair: $132 | Stainless: $116 Gold Plated: $145 | Stainless: $123

PIERCE Huggie
Your new favorite earring. Workout tested. 
Sleep tested. (Side sleeper approved) Shower 
tested. This little earring loops in your ear and 
stays! It hugs your ear and is so comfortable 
you might forget it’s there. Say hello to your 
new every day earrings.

PIERCE + MINIMO Stack 
Set

Your new everyday stack that you’ll want to 
wear every single day. 

Get (2) PIERCE Huggies with (2) MINIMO 
Cuff s.

hello@studiyojewelry.com Shop at www.studiyojewelry.com
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Gold Plated: $186 | Stainless: $170

Gold Plated: $304 | Add On ARC Stud: $324

MILA Studs
Two arched arms holding onto a little globe of light. The MILA Studs are romantically feminine 
touch that is meant to pair well with other small earrings.

MOVIMENTO Earrings
Hello major chandelier vibes. This balance of chains and elegant curves are the best of both 
worlds in chic statement earring and a little badassery.

These earrings are sold in pairs. Choose earrings only or add a matching stud for a mismatched 
look.

hello@studiyojewelry.com Shop at www.studiyojewelry.com


